Introduction.
We consider the class 6(03) of all closed convex cones in a reflexive Banach space 03 as a topological space and investigate the resulting topological properties of certain mappings into e((B). In §2 we show that, with the proper choice of Hausdorff metrics for 6(03) and 6(03*), the operation of taking the polar cone is an isometry between these spaces. In §3 we consider the operation of forming the positive hull of a finite set of points as a mapping into Q(Rm) and obtain some sufficient conditions for the continuity of this mapping. The results of §3 have application in the theory of stochastic programming [6] .
2. Properties of the polar map. Let 03 denote a reflexive Banach space with norm || ■ || and unit ball B and let 03* be the conjugate space of 03 with norm ||y*|| =suplS# | (x, y*)\. Let 6(03) denote the class of all closed convex cones in 03 (with vertex at the origin). We define a metric distance d between P, £>£e(03) as follows: 8(P, (2) = sup mi\\p-q\\, d(P,Q) = max{8(P,Q),5(Q,P)}. It is well known that the restriction of pol to 6(03) is a one-to-one map from 6(03) onto e(03*) and that pol(poI C) = C for each CG<3((B).
Theorem 1. The polar map is an isometry from e(03) onto 6(03*).
Proof. Clearly the theorem will follow if we show that
(1) S*(pol Q, pol P) = d(P, Q) for all P, Q in 6(03).
In fact, since the case P = Q is trivial, (1) will follow from the identity pol (pol C) = C if we show that (2) o*(pol Q, pol P) = S(P, Q) D. W. WALKUP AND R. J.-B. WETS (April begin by proving that (2) holds when P is a ray, Q is a closed haltspace, and PC\Q= [0\. Let p be the element of P with norm 1. Then 8(P, Q) = 8(p, Q) = inf \\p -q\\ = (p, q*) = A > 0, where q* is the element of pol Q with norm 1. From the definition of S* and the conjugate norm, it follows 5*(pol Q, pol P) = 8*(q*, pol P) = inf \\q* -p*\\
Since the supremum is taken over a set containing p, we obtain
This establishes (2) for the special case. In general, if 5(P, Q) =A>0, then for any e, 0<e<A, there exists p£PC\B such that S(p, Q) = A'
A-e. Let N(p) = {x\x=\z, \\p-z\\^A', X^O}. Then by a wellknown separation theorem there exists a half-space Q containing Q and missing the interior of N(p). Thus 8(p, Q) =A' and hence, by the special case considered above, 5*(pol Q, pol p) 5:A'. Since p(E.P, QDQ it follows pol pDpol P, pol £>Gpol Q and thus 5* (pol Q, pol P) ^ 8* (pol Q, pol p) ^ A' ^ A -e, from which (2) and hence the theorem follows.
The above theorem bears an interesting relationship with a result of V. Klee on convex bodies in a normed linear space [4, p. 253] . Let H be a reflexive Banach space, and let X(H) be the class of closed bounded convex bodies in H with the origin in their interior. The space H can be imbedded in a reflexive Banach space 63 in such a way that H is a closed hyperplane at distance 1 from the origin 0 of 03 and the origin of H is a point p of 63 which is also the closest point of H to 0. Let P* be the set of points of 63* whose products with p is -1, and let h* be the point of 63* whose products with points of H are all equal to -1. It is easily checked that P* -h* is (isometric to) H*, the conjugate of H. In addition, if K is a member of X(H), then (P*nPol K) -h* is the polar body K° = {t*£H*\ sup ((s-p), P)£l, s£H}, which is a member of X(H*). Moreover, the map f, which associates with each point s of H the ray {Xs|X2:0}, and its inverse f_1 can be seen to be Lipschitzian homeomorphisms of bounded portions of H and their images in 6(63). (It suffices to consider 2-dimensional subspaces of ffi spanned by two arbitrary points of H and establish a Lipschitz constant depending only on the norms of these points.) If X(H) and X(H*) are given the Hausdorff metrics derived from H and H*, then by Theorem 1 the polar map ° is a locally Lipschitzian homeomorphism of X(H) onto 3Z(H*). This is essentially the content of Klee's result.
Let ^ be a mapping from a topological space 9C into 6(03). Then \p may be interpreted as a set-valued mapping into 03, in connection with which we employ the concepts of closed and lower semicontinuous mappings as defined by Berge in [l, Chapter VI]. It is easily seen that ^ is closed or lower semicontinuous with respect to either the strong or weak topology of 03 if and only if the same holds for \pB, where ips(x) =\p(x)C\B. Since each y(M) belongs to the weakly compact ball B, there exists ■$EB such that y~ is a weak limit point of y(Ma) for every system of neighborhoods Ma of x converging on x. But then (3) implies (y, 2*) =^e i.e. yE'tp^), which contradicts (4) and the assumption \p is weakly closed.
When 03 is of finite dimension the following conditions are equivalent: (a) i/' is continuous with respect to the topology of 6(03).
(b) For all xEX, see [3, p. 295] lim 8(f(x), }(x)) = 0, lim 5ty(x), f(x)) = 0.
x-*x x-*x (c) \pB is upper semicontinuous (or closed) and lower semicontinuous.
(d) yp is closed and lower semicontinuous. These remarks yield a direct proof of Proposition 1 for finitedimensional spaces.
3. Properties of the map pos. In this section we concentrate on the continuity properties of the operator pos, which we interpret as associating with each mXn real matrix A the closed convex polyhedral cone spanned positively by the points in Rm determined by the columns of A. We identify the mXn matrices with the points of Rmn. We shall also write lin A and con A respectively, for the subspace of Rm spanned linearly by the columns of A and the convex hull of the columns of A.
In order to show that the restriction of pos to a subset Z of Rmn is continuous in the sense of continuity of the associated set-valued map into the unit ball Bm in Rm or the associated map into the space 6 of closed convex cones in Rm, it suffices to show that the restriction of pos to Z is closed with respect to the relative topology of Z, since: Proposition 2. Considered as mappings from Rmn into Rm, pos and lin are lower semicontinuous, polpos and pollin are closed, and con is continuous.
Proof.
The continuity of con is intuitively obvious and easily proven. To prove pos is lower semicontinuous we must show that if the sequence -4,-converges to A and p is any point of pos A, then there exists points ^iGpos At such that lim pi = p. But if pGpos A, then p = Ay for some y^R^ and the sequence of points pi = A ty has the required properties.
The rest of the proposition follows from Proposition 1 and the remark that lin A =pos[A, -A]. We may now state the principal result of this section. We use the usual notations of dim C for the dimension of a cone C and £C for the lineality space of C, i.e. the maximal linear subspace contained in C. Curiously, although Theorem 2 is obviously related to the theory of positive linear dependence [2, 5] , the concepts of combinatorial type and frame (minimal independent spanning set) fundamental in that theory do not appear in the hypotheses of Theorem 2. There are simple counterexamples in three dimensions which show that fixed combinatorial type of pos A on Z or the existence of a continuous frame for pos A on Z are not sufficient to make pos A continuous on Z.
